
ICERM FALL 2015 – SOME QUESTIONS

These questions have arisen during the discussion led by Alina Bucur (UCSD) on the first
day of the semester on Computational Aspects of the Langlands Program. The notes were
taken by John Voight (Dartmouth College).

Counting points on varieties:
• Beat the example of rank 28 curve of Elkies
• Inverse problem (Honda–Tate problem) for K3 surfaces: like eligible zeta func-

tions for abelian varieties, show that eligible zeta functions actually occur for
K3 surfaces; for example, do this by brute force over F2 or F3 (and match them
all)

• Find interesting applications for counting points on hypersurfaces on toric vari-
eties

Analytic aspects of L-functions:
• Given bad factors or Gamma-factors and conductor (and degree), find a Sturm

bound for the possible L-functions
• Make the constant explicit in the Chebotarev density bounds, assuming GRH

(paper of Serre)—currently there is a claim, but no proof is given
• Find an arithmetic determination of the moment conjecture for L-functions (done

for Riemann zeta function via shifted divisor convolutions; try for other families)
• Do the symmetric power L-functions of an elliptic curve form a family? Do the

statistics match up with a random matrix model? (This might be easier to do
in the function field context, to get some intuition. Thorne equidistribution.)

• Compute L(1/2, χ) for certain characters χ faster than the approximate func-
tional equation

• Is there a GL(2) converse theorem without twists? Just use the Euler product.
• Statistics of L-functions of higher rank (e.g., for families of hyperelliptic curves);

for example, how often is there extra rank (central vanishing) in a quadratic
twist family?

Explicit connections between different objects:
• In the Dwork family of K3 surfaces

x4 + y4 + z4 + w4 − λ ∗ x ∗ y ∗ z ∗ w
for what values of λ is there a lift of Frobenius modulo p2? (Also a question
about counting points.)

• Find explicit K3 surfaces of moderate (low) rank and related modular forms
• Use Brandt matrices and algebraic modular forms to compute eigenvalues of

paramodular forms, connected to hyperelliptic curves
• Computationally investigate and formulate a paramodular conjecture for genus
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• Compute Galois representations of abelian surfaces modulo p ≥ 3.
• What explains the anomalous splitting of small dimensional spaces of Siegel

modular forms?
• Experimental observations for databases (e.g., Hilbert modular forms, genus 1

curves over number fields): large torsion, endomorphisms, world records
• Explicit equations of Hilbert modular varieties
• How does the modular interpretation of noncongruence modular curves affect

their arithmetic? E.g., congruences, unbounded denominators
• Connect hypergeometric series and motives to other objects
• Analyze number fields of high degree and small Galois groups
• Construct K3 surfaces of prescribed rank

Hyperelliptic curves:
• Compute conductor of the Jacobian of a genus 3 curve; detect situations where

the curve has bad reduction but the Jacobian has good reduction
• Find abelian varieties (curves) of low genus with very limited ramification (with

big Sato–Tate group)
• Tate’s (Qing Liu’s) algorithm for discriminant, conductor, and (semi)stable re-

duction of genus 2 curve for p = 2
• Explicit 2-descent for Elkies example of a hyperelliptic curve with large Selmer

rank (rank 28 example)
• Efficient algorithm to compute the endomorphism ring of the Jacobian of a genus

2 curve over Q, the field over which the endomorphisms are defined
• Find explicit examples of CM hyperelliptic curves
• Classification of Sato–Tate groups for genus 3 curves
• Find all rational points on the genus 2 curves in the LMFDB
• Classify possible torsion subgroups of abelian surfaces over Q
• Determine if a K3 surface has CM or RM
• Guess convergence rate to the prediction of the Sato–Tate conjecture

LMFDB:
• Weight 1 modular forms
• Automatic statistics?
• Explanded knowls or articles linking together and explaining the database, or

perhaps a broad survey Notices article
• Database of modular curves
• L-functions for Hecke characters
• Fix modular forms
• Jacobi sum motives
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